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ABSTRACT

Existing studies have resulted in rules of thumb for maximising popularity measures. For example, employing particular language styles [4] or incorporating multimedia [1]
can have an effect on retweets. Indeed, these findings become content generation strategies used by media and communications teams. For example, time of day heuristics are
used to maximise retweets.1
However, some strategies may not always be suitable. For
example, it has been shown that negative content can trigger retweets [4], but this may not be appropriate if the organisation is, say, a Government department. Our research
question is then: Are strategies for generating Twitter content universal, or should one consider the organisation type
before employing a particular strategy?
This paper presents an investigation into the use of Twitter by a diverse selection of Australian organisations over
a 12-month period to characterise the features of the posts
that resulted in engagement. To this end, we collected tweets
from various organisations in Australia and analysed the effects of a number of factors, independent of topic, to see
which affect engagement by the target audience. Our analysis shows that the organisation type has an impact on the
characteristics of posts with which the audience engages.

Social media has become an important communication platform for all kinds of organisations, ranging from government
departments to companies. When using social media, organisations are often keen to maximise engagements from their
target audiences, that is, create posts to which their audience will react by, for example, replying, retweeting or liking.
In this paper, we investigate the factors that characterise the
posts with which an audience engages. While other work has
looked at such factors for Twitter posts at large, we account
for the effect of the organisation type. We find that the type
of organisation (e.g., financial vs. telecommunications) has
an impact on the characteristics of the posts associated with
audience engagement. This is important as it can provide
guidance to organisations on content creation strategies to
maximise engagement.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Social media has become an important communication
platform for all kinds of organisations, ranging from government departments to companies. When using social media,
organisations often seek both to communicate information
and to maximise engagements from their target audiences,
i.e., publish posts to which their audience will react. Consequently, organisations need to understand how to author
posts to increase such reactions, or user engagements.
Prior work has typically looked at this issue for Twitter
posts at large, examining single metrics like “retweetability”
(e.g., for content analysis, see [4]). Other work focuses not
on the content that is associated with engagement but on
the characteristics of the users who do engage, such as their
social network and user-specific topics (e.g., [3]). Our study
on Twitter content differs in taking a holistic approach to
engagement (spanning replies, retweets and likes).

2.

DATA COLLECTION

We collected 212,606 tweets from 24 Twitter accounts for
Australian organisations for 12 months (November 1, 2015
- October 31, 2016). The organisations studied are divided
into four types: Telecom (mobile and broadband companies), Sci (Science; a scientific research agency), Fin (Financial institutions) and Gov (Government departments).
Descriptive statistics for the tweets of the organisations are
presented in Table 1. “Tweets: engaged/not engaged” are
the tweets with which the audience engaged (or not). The
percentages are with respect to the total number of posts
authored by the organisations. For retweets, replies and
likes, the percentages are with respect to the total number
of “Tweets: engaged” for the organisations. We can see that
Sci has the highest level of users’ engagement, with over 85
% of the posts showing some engagement, and Telecom has
the highest ratio for replies.
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3.

PREDICTOR VARIABLES

We use a variety of predictors that could characterise
tweet engagement. We are particularly interested in the
1
http://mashable.com/2009/02/17/twitterretweets/#8UqncsS2MkqV
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics of the organisation groups.
Tweets: engaged (% of all tweets)
Retweets (%)
Replies (%)
Likes (%)
Tweets: not engaged (%)

Telecom
2827 (61.87)
1035 (36.61)
2351 (83.16)
1476 (52.21)
1742 (38.13)

Sci
4400 (86.85)
3813 (86.66)
864 (19.64)
4137 (94.02)
666 (13.15)

Fin
1115 (83.77)
918 (82.33)
459 (41.17)
1007 (90.31)
216 (16.23)

5.

Gov
1685 (75.06)
1302 (77.27)
533 (31.63)
1357 (80.53)
560 (24.94)

Table 2: ANOVA results. : indicates interaction. *** denotes α = 0.001 and ** denotes α < 0.01.
Predictor
org. type
hashtag:org. type
url:org. type
photo:org. type
video:org. type
exclamation point:org. type
dominance:org. type
time:org. type
animation
arousal

F value
50.9741
87.4272
3.7362
34.2711
17.0346
5.0327
3.9185
2.6461
34.5361
7.3233

Probability
< 2.2e-16
< 2.2e-16
0.0048329
< 2.2e-16
6.095e-14
0.0004736
0.0035019
0.0015244
4.286e-09
0.0068155

Significance
***
***
**
***
***
***
**
**
***
**

• Twitter metadata (hashtag, mention, URL, photo, video,
animation, timestamp): These are predictors about the
tweet itself but not the tweet text. Tweet’s timestamp
is discretised into four labels: morning, daytime, evening,
and night.
• Stylistic (contraction, abbreviation, slang, exclamation
point, question mark, capitalised word, lowercase word,
first pronoun, second pronoun, third pronoun): we incorporate stylistic predictors from tweet text motivated by
prior work [6]. We use a dictionary [7] to identify slang
words, abbreviations, contractions or emoticons, and we
employ the CMU Twitter POS tagger [5] to acquire personal pronouns from the text.
• Sentiment-Emotion (sentiment-phrases, valence, arousal,
dominance): Predictors are generated from two emotionsentiment lexicons: “ANEW” [2] and “PERMA” [8]. The
lexicons provide scores per word which are summed and
normalised.

4.

The regression analysis suggests that, for this data set,
one generally needs to consider the organisation type before selecting strategies for deciding upon the contents of
a Twitter post. The exceptions are the use of animation,
and the use of words that scores highly for the emotional
arousal, both of which seem to be strongly associated with
engagements regardless of organisation type. The latter is
consistent with other research [4]. However, we find that
the use of words with emotional Dominance (weakness vs.
strength of emotions) is dependent on organisation type.
Content creation strategies should thus take into account
the organisation type. We illustrate this with one example but leave a full analysis to future work. Consider the
case of video content. For Finance organisations, including
such content has a coefficient of 1.418 (p<0.001), whereas for
Government departments, the coefficient is -0.551 (p<0.05),
indicating that while video content is more associated with
engagements in the Finance domain, including video content
may not help engagement on Government Twitter posts.

6.

interaction of these variables with a special predictor variable, “Organisation Type”, as outlined above. The Twitter
content-oriented predictors are:

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

We quantitatively evaluate the effects of the factors that
significantly impact on tweet engagement by performing statistical hypothesis testing using a linear regression. We first
use a forward and backward stepwise model-search algorithm with the Akaike Information Criterion (Stepwise-AIC)
to eliminate non-significant interaction predictor variables
between organisation type and content-oriented variables.
For the remaining predictors, we obtain a linear regression
model and then perform an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA).
The results of the ANOVA are presented in Table 2. We
observe that there is a main effect with the organisation
type, which is a significant predictor of engagement levels.
The predictors showing significant interactions with organisation type are shown in the middle row. Finally, we also
observe two main effects for which there are no interactions
with organisation type: the animation and arousal predictor
variables.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

Organisations are increasingly interested in understanding how to create content on social media to maximise engagement by target audiences. In this work, we examined
whether the type of organisation had an impact on how to
write tweets to attract engagement. Our results show this
is the case: tweet characteristics for predicting engagement
vary depending on the organisation types. That is, content
creation strategies are not universal. This is important as it
shows that the strategies one uses to create Twitter content
should depend on the organisation type.

7.
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